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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION
During the past decade, the researchon digital image
processing attracted a lot of attentionamong engineers and
scientists. One of the most interesting topics in this fieldis
mathematical morphology. The underlyingconcepts of mathematical
morphology were first proposed by G. Matheron andF. Serra in 1964
[1] and their results gained considerablepopularity recently.
Morphological operations are highly nonlinearsignal smoothing
techniques where each signal is viewedas a set in Euclidean space.
Since the morphological operation modifiessignals,it is often
referred to as a morphological filter. Thefilters are the set
operations which transform the graph of the signal andprovide a
quantitative description of its geometrical structure.Two properties
of morphological filtersare of particular interest [10]:1) The filters
smooth transient change in signal intensity (e.g.noise) and 2) The
filters are invariant to sustained changein signal intensity (e.g.
monotonic trends), most notably very sharp changeor edges. That is
the filters can suppress noise without destroyingthe important
signal (e.g. image) details, suchas edges and lines. These properties
have made the techniquevery attractive for enhancing and restoring
images, and for noise filtering [2]49],[12] 423].
Morphological transforms locally modifygeometric features of
signal by exploring the concept of structuringelement (or function).
Maragos and Schafer [16] [19] [20] introduceda unified theory of2
translation invariant systems with applications to morphological
analysis and coding of images. They examined the set theoretic
interpretation of morphologicalfiltersin the framework of
mathematical morphology and introduced the representation of
classical linear filters in terms of morphological operations. They also
extended the theory of median, order statistic and stack filters by
using mathematical morphology to analyze them and by relating them
to those morphological operations that commute with thresholding.
As the demand for high precision signal processingor high
resolution image processing increases, optimal filter design is
necessary. In particular the noise contaminating signal should be
removed as efficiently as possible. The following issues pertainto
optimal morphological filter design. 1) A criterion to evaluate the
smoothness degree of a filtered signal versus the filter computational
complexity. 2) A method to analyze the filtered signal statistics
quantitatively. The main difficulty in the latter arises from the
nonlinearity of morphological filters [191. A successful investigation of
the stochastic properties of the filters can help to simplify their
complexity.
The analysis of morphological filters, referred in this thesisas
M-Filter, has largely been restricted to the deterministiccase. This
thesis attempts to address the stochastic performance of M-Filtersin
a systematic manner. In Chapter II, the necessary mathematical
background, such as Minkowski addition and subtractionis
presented and definitions of basic M-Filters (dilation,erosion,
closing and opening) are given. These definitionsare based on set3
operations. In Chapter III, the concept of umbra of a function is
briefly reviewed. This establishes a connection between set operation
and functional operation. Thus, the operational concepts and
properties of mathematical morphology applied on sets are also
suitable for functions. In Chapter IV, the basic properties of M-Filters
applied to a deterministic signal sequence are discussed. These
properties prepare the necessary background forthelater
discussion. In Chapter V, the general stochasticproperties of M-
Filters are examined. We present a lemma which explores the duality
of M-Filters in the stochastic sense. This lemma simplifies the
discussion of the M-Filter stochastic properties. Several lemmas
concerning the scaling of the means and variances of M-Filters, the
separation of a constant signal in additive noise, and the variance
bounds are introduced. Two lemmas describing an invariance
property of filtering an i.i.d. stochastic field are also presented. All of
these conceptsbuild up a base to analyze the M-Filters and to
describe the filter stochastic characteristics. An intuitive notion that
M-Filters are biased is formalized in Chapter VI. Two unbiased
morphological filters called "average dilation erosion" filter (ADE)
and "average closing opening" filter (ACO)are defined and their
insensitivity to the change of the structuring functions is analyzed. In
Chapter VII, the probability distribution functions (P.D.F.$) of the M-
Filters on any i.i.d.stochastic field with a simple structuring
function sequence are characterized'. We give the analytical solutions
1. The phrase "M-Filter on a process" abbreviates "the output ofa M-Filter operating on an
input stochastic process".4
of the probability density functions (p.d.f.$), provided that the P.D.F.
of the i.i.d. input stochastic field is continuous. The means and
variances of the M-Filters on an i.i.,d. stochastic field with symmetric
uniform distribution are obtained. A simple computer simulation
illustrates the obtained results. As a special case, the analytical
solutions of the P.D.F.s, means and variances of M-Filters on the
binary stochastic process are presented. All these results provide the
necessary background for selecting a structuring function sequence
to design optimal M-Filters. In Chapter VIII, a criterion and a design
method for an optimal morphological filter design are proposed. The
final chapter contains the conclusions and suggestions for further
research.5
CHAPTER 2. BASIC MINKOWSKI OPERATIONS AND
MATHEMATICAL MORPHOLOGY
This chapter is concerned with basic concepts ofMinkowski
algebra which form the basis for the analysisand design of
morphological filters. The original referenceto this material is Serra
[1]2.
2.1 Basic concepts.
Let A, B, S denote the sets such that SDA and SDB,we then
can define their union, intersection and differenceas
Union AUB={xE S: XE A or xE B}. (2.1)
Intersection Ar1B=IxE S: xEA andXE B1. (2.2)
DifferenceA\B=fxE S: xEA and xo B1. (2.3)
We also define the complementAcas
Ac=S: xe AI=S \ A. (2.4)
Some basic identities arenow presented.
Distribution of union over intersection:
AU(BnC)= (AUB)(1(AUC). (2.5)
Distribution of intersection over union:
An(BUC)= (AnB)U(AnC). (2.6)
DeMorgan's law:
(AUB)c-----AenBc, (2.7)
(AnB)c=AeLJBe. (2.8)
2. All proofs in this chapter are modified versions of thosefound in the Bibliography. However, an original contributionprovides a systematic introduction of set operations
using a minimum of mathematical notions.6
2.2 Operations on subsets of Euclidean space.
Euclidean space Rd is a d-dimensional (d-D) linearvector
space, on which the following operation are defined.
Addition
x+y=(xi+yi xd+yd). (2.9)
Scalar multiplication
where x =(xl,
CX=CX=(CX ,CXd), (2.10)
,xd), y-(yi yd) E Rd and ce R. This vectorstructure
allows for the definition of new set operations specialto Euclidean
space.
Multiplication by real numbers
cA=fca: ae A) (2.11)
for ce R and RdQA. Thecase c=-1 leads to the particular case of
reflection
AS=- A = { -a: ae A)for RdDA. (2.12)
If A=As then set A is said to be symmetric.
Translation by x
Ax=tz: z=a+x and ae Al for a givenx inRd. (2.13)
Lemma 2.1: Let RdDA, then
(Ac)x.(Ax)c (2.14)
0
Proof:(Ac)x=fz:z=a+x, aE Rd \A)=[z: ZE (Rd)x \Ax)=-(Z:ZERd \Ax1=(Ax)c
Q.E.D.7
Eq.(2.14) states that the complement ofa set A translated by a vector
x is equal to the translation of the complement of set A.The
importance of Eq.(2.14) arises from providinga mean to prove the
following properties of Minkowski addition and subtraction.
Minkowski addition
AEBB=L jAy (2.15)
yE B
or A@B=(z: z=x+y, xe A and ye B) for RcIDA, B. (2.16)
The operation of Minkowski addition bya set B enlarges, translates,
and deforms a set A.
Minkowski subtraction
ACM=n.psy
yE B
or ACDB=(AcEDB)c.
(2.17)
(2.18)
Note that Eqs.(2.15)(2.16) are equivalent. Eq.(2.17)and Eq.(2.18)
are equivalent also. This can be shown as follows
(A0B)c=( nA)c= u (A)c=u (Ac)y=(AceB)
yEB yEB yE B
where the DeMorgan's law and Lemma 2.1 (seeEqs.(2.8)(2.14)) were
applied. Thus
ACM= (AcEDB) c8
2.3 Four basic operations of mathematical morphology
The four operations mentioned belowcan be thought as special
cases of Minkowski addition and subtraction. However these special
cases constitute the core of morphological filters.
2.3.1 Dilation Ae Bs
The set A is enlarged and, at least in thecase where the
structuring element B is a ball, smoothed. In particular, theaction of
dilation fills in cavities, repairs fissures, andjoins together a
fragmented image.
2.3.2 Erosion AOBs
This operation shrinks the set A, tendingto produce smaller
fragments, even separating the connectedsets into several subsets.
This can be helpful in the estimation of thenumber of parts
composing an image.
2.3.3 Opening AB=(A0B8)EBB
The operation of opening A by B is the result ofattempting to
reverse an erosion by a dilation. The opening AB ofa set A by a set B
has an appearance similar to that of the originalset A, but is built
only on the portion of the image thatsurvivesthe initial erosion.
Therefore small disconnected fragments ofthe image disappear
under opening. This is useful in eliminatingpossible image defects or
noise.9
2.3.4 Closing AB=(A9Bs) GB
This operation attempts to reverse a dilation by an erosion.
Again, AB bears an approximate resemblance to A. Together with the
opening, the closing operation is useful in cleaning up an image. The
action of closing tends to close up small holes, to join up close but
separated subsets, and to smooth out the boundaries ofan image.
The geometric explanation of the four basic Minkowski
operations, dilation, erosion, opening and closing is given in
references[1][19]. The applicationsof these operationsin
quantitative image analysis are further described in the following
chapters.
2.4 Equalities and inclusions of the geometric operations
Because of the importance of Minkowski addition and
subtraction, we present some identities for these operations. Let A,
B, C, are the subspaces of d-dimensional (d-D) realspaceRd, then
AEDB=BEDA, (2.19)
(AEBB)EDC=(AEDC)@B=AED(Bec), (2.20)
A9 (B l..) C). (AEDB) l..) (AEDC), (2.21)
(AUB)ec=(Aec)u(BeC). (2.22)
Eqs.(2.19)(2.20)(2.21)(2.22) can be proved from the definitions of
Minkowski addition (see Eqs.(2.15)(2.16)). Next, twoproperties
which are often used together with the DeMorgan's lawin the proofs
of other properties are given:
(A0B)c=AcEDB, (2.23)and
10
(AEDB)c=Ac OB. (2.24)
Eq.(2.23) has been proved to be equivalent to the definition of
Minkowski subtraction (see Eqs.(2.17)(2.18)). Eq.(2.24)can be
proved in a similar way.
Proof of Eq.(2.24): By the DeMorgan's law and Lemma 2.1
(AEDB)c=(UyEBA)c=ny.B(AY)c=nyeB(Ac)y=AcCia Q.E.D.
Other properties are listed below:
(A OB) OC =(A0C) GB, (2.25)
AO(BEK) =(A013) OC, (2.26)
ACD(BUC)= (A0B)n(A0C), (2.27)
(Bnc) OA= (B OA) n (C OA). (2.28)
The four properties, in fact, are the application of Eqs.(2.23)(2.24),
which can be proved in an identicalmanner. For example:
Proof of Eq.(2.26)
AO(BEDC)=((AO(BeC))c)c.(AcED(BEDC))c=((AcEDB)e131C)c
= (AcEDB) c OC=(A0B) OC. Q.E.D.
For Minkowski addition and subtraction, the following inclusionsare
often used.
Let X, Y, B and C are subsets of real space Rd,we have
if YQX, then YEDB2X9B and YOBQX0B, (2.29)
if CQB, then XEDCD.XEDB and X0CD_XOB. (2.30)
Eqs.(2.29)(2.30) follow from the definitions of Minkowski addition
and subtraction directly. In general, Minkowski subtractionis not an
inverse of Minkowski addition, but instead it satisfies:Lemma 2.2:(A@Bs) OBD_AQ(A0Bs)9B.
11
(2.31)
0
Eq.(2.31), in fact, is an anti-extensive property for opening and
extensive property for closing. The operations of opening and closing
in the image algebra satisfy not only anti-extensive and extensive
property but also increasing and idempotence properties. i.e.
anti-extensive and extensive:ABDAQAB, (2.32)
increasing: if CDA = CBDAB and CBDAB,(2.33)
idempotence: (AB)B=AB and (AB) B =AB. (2.34)
Proof: the increasing property can be derived from the definitions of
closing and opening directly. For idempotence,we have
AB.Q(AB)B
since the opening is anti-extensive.On the other hand,
(AB) = (A OBs)ED1310BsIEBB.
The expression between braces }is just (A0Bs)Bs which includes
(AOBS), therefore,
(AB)BQ (A OBs)9B=AB.
Thus the idempotence for opening is established. In thesame way,
the idempotence for closing can be proved. Q.E.D.
Also,other properties relatedto opening and closing
operations are presented here.
(AEHB)B=AEDB, (2.35)
(A0B)B=A0B, (2.36)
AB OBs=A0Bs, (2.37)
ABEBBs=AEDBs (2.38)12
Again, these properties are the applications ofLemma 2.2. We
analyze Eq.(2.37) as an example.
Proof:By Lemma 2.2
AB OBs=[ (A 0138)9B] OBsD (A OB8)
and AD_AB.
Therefore, from Eq.(2.29)
(A OBs)D_AB OBS,
which leads to Eq.(2.37). Q.E.D.
This chapter summarizedsome of the formulas for Minkowski
addition, subtraction and the basic mathematicalmorphological
operations. Most of above resultscan be found in bibliography
[1][2][4][25][26]. All the equalities and inclusionsconstitute the
foundation for the research of morphologicalfilters. They can be
directly applied to show the properties ofmorphological filters on a
function.13
CHAPTER 3. THE RELATION BETWEEN
UMBRA OF FUNCTION AND SET
Traditional signal processing deals with theoperations on
functions.In order to apply the concepts of mathematical
morphology, it is necessary to transforma function to a set. This is
achieved here by introducing the concept of the umbra ofa function.
The morphological operations (suchas dilation, erosion, closing and
opening) can be applied to the umbra, and the processedumbra is
used to reconstruct a new function called filteredsignal.
3.1 Definition of umbra and example
The concept of the umbra ofa function was first proposed by
Sternberg [2] [5]. The umbra U(I) ofa function f is a subset of RdxR
which consists of all points thatoccupy the space below the function
to minus infinity (see Figs.(3.1)(3.3)). The formal definitionfor the
umbra of a function f is given as follows:
Definition 3.1: [19] The umbra U(f) ofa function f(x) is a set :
U(f(x)).--[(x,t)E RdxR: tf(x)). (3.1)
Definition 3.1 establishes the link between functionsand sets and
allows all morphological operationson a set to be applied to the
umbra of a function. The correspondence betweenthe set and the
umbra of a function is one-to-one [19]. Similarly,a filtered function
can be obtained from its umbra by only keeping the outline of the
umbra. i.e.14
f(x)=SuP U(f(x)). (3.2)
tE R
The four basic morphological operationscan also be applied to
process the umbra of an input function as a special case of set
operations.Most general case of morphological transform ofa
function is the transform of U(f) bya structuring function g(x) that is
a subset of RdxR. Thus, Minkowski addition feg and subtraction fOg
can be defined as follows [19].
U(fleg=U(feg), (3.3)
U (f) Og =U (f0g). (3.4)
Also, we define
U(f)g= (U (fl egs) 0g)=U ((fee) 0g)=U (f),
U(f) =(UfflOgs)eg)=U((fOgs)eg)=U(f ).
(3.5)
(3.6)
The following example illustrates U(fOg) in 1-Dcase. From Eq.(3.4),
U(fOg)= U(f)Og, then
Example:
1. Given a discrete function f(x) anda structuring function g(x) as in
Figs.(3.1)(3.2), where
f.t[01], [21],[23],[34],[42],[45],[60]
},
g={[01], [0]}= {g( -1),1),g(0), g(1)}.
2. The shadowed part shown in Fig.(3.3)is the umbra U(f) of the
function f, which can be expressed bya group vectors as follows:15
[01 [12. [23 [34 _001
[2
[54 [60
where
U0, U1, U2, U3, U4, U5, U6 ),
Uo= =[?], [-°1]
0
,[_0.1
and other elements in U(f) have thesame form.
3. According to the definition of U(f)Og (see Eq.(2.17)),we have
UfflOg=U(f)g(_llnU(f)g(o)f U(00).
U(f)g"), U(f)g(o) and U(f)o)are equivalent to moving the origin of
U(f) to g(-1), g(0) and g(1) respectively (seeFigs.(3.4)(3.5)(3.6)).
Thus, their intersection constructs U(f)Og (see Fig.(3.7)).From the
definition of a filtered function (see Eq.(3.2)),a new function fOg is
obtained. The filtered function, according to Eq.(3.2),is
fOg =( [fl, [fl, [11 [.?)]
which is shown in Fig.(3.8).
3.2 Morphological operations on function
In the same way, f9g can also be obtained byreplacing the
intersection operation by the union operation. In fact, fEDg(or fOg)
can be expressed using Sup (or Inf) operation which is presentedin
the following conclusion.
Conclusion 3.13:(f9g)(x). Sup (f(y)+g(x-y)), (3.7)
yE(Bs)x16
(fOg)(x)= Inf{f(y) +g(x -y) }, (3.8)
yE (BS)x
where B is the domain of structuring function g(z). 0
Proof: Given a x, it can be shown by the definitions ofumbra and
Minkowski addition that
(U(feg)(x)).(Uffleg)(x)={[3frly) _001 +[g(z)]:y+z=x, ZE 13)
y+z y+z=x =I[(y)+g(z) y+z=x, ZE B } = {[U(Sup(f(y)+g(z)))].ZE 131
=1.1(Supff(y)l-g(x-y) })=1.1( Sup ff(y)+g(x-y))).
y=x-z&ZEB yE (Bs)x
By Eq.(3.3), U(fleg=U(feg). Thus,
(fe g)(x)=Sup (f (y) +g (x-y) 1.
yE(Bs)x
In the same way, Minkowski subtractioncan be proved by replacing
Sup by Inf. Q.E.D.
Eqs.(3.7)(3.8) establish the relationship betweenset operations
(Minkowski addition and subtraction) and functionaloperations (Sup
and Inf). This is important and is often usedin the sequel. The
function (fOg) in the example (pp.14,15), whichwas obtained from
the set operation, can also be derived from byEq.(3.8). Conclusion
3.1 can be applied to Minkowski fouroperations, i.e.dilation,
erosion, opening and closing. In order to beconsistent with the
concept of symmetricalset (see Chapter II), let gs(x)=-g(-x),xE -B
denote the symmetrical function of g withrespect to the origin and
gr(x)=-g(x), XE B denote the reflected function ofg. We have:
3. Authors of [19] have shown an incomplete form of the conclusionwithout proof. Author of
[1] showed a special case of the conclusion without proof.Conclusion 3.2:
Erosion of f by g:(fOgs)(x)= Inf. a(y)-g(y-x)).
YEBx
Dilation of f by gr:(fe (gr)s) (x) = Sup {f(y)+g(y-x)).
YEBx
Opening of f by g:(fg)(x)=[(fOgs)eg] (x)
= Sup { Inf {f(y)-g(y-z))+g(x-z)).
ZE 03% yE Bz
17
(3.9)
(3.10)
(3.11)
Closing of f by gr:(fgr)(x)=((fED (Os) Ogil (x)
= Inf[ Sup{f(y)+g(y-z))-g(x-z) }. (3.12)
ZE (BS)2{ YEBZ
0
All the above equalities can be derived from the definitions of
dilation, erosion, opening and closing, using Eqs. (3.5)(3.6)(3.7)(3.8).
A special case results from g(x)=0, thus yieldinggr=g. The analysis
follows Conclusion 3.2 directly. One only needs to replaceg(x) by B
in Eqs.(3.9)(3.10)(3.11)(3.12). This can be shownas follows:
Erosion of f by B:(f0Bs)(x)= Inf {Ay) 1
YEBx
Dilation off by B:(fEBB s) (x)=Sup{f(y)}.
YEBz
Opening of f by B:(fB)(x)= Sup f Inf {f(A}).
zE (Bs)x YEBz
Closing of f by B:(fB)(x)= Inf(Suptibrill.
ZE (13% yEB1
(3.16)
If a function f(x) and a structuring function g(x)are digitized,
Sup and Inf operations can be replaced by Max andMM operations,18
respectively. Since the functional operations are equivalent to theset
operations, all the properties for set operations discussed in Chapter
II can be directly applied to the functional operations. An examplein
terms of set operation is given in the proof ofone of the properties
(see Property 4.2 in the next chapter).
3.3 Other morphological filters
In general, various filters can be constructed by Minkowski
operations, similarly to the erosion, dilation, opening and closing.
Combinations of such filters can be employed to buildup new filters.
Let nB denote n times dilations by B (i.e. nB=BEBBIEBBED 0B,n times),
then [3],
"Low Pass Filter"=fenB, (3.17)
"High Pass Filter"=f-(fenB), (3.18)
"Band Pass Filter"=(fEBnB)-(fSmB)(n<m). (3.19)
Furthermore, Maragos [19] proposed twonew filters called open-
closing and close-opening. The open-closing filteris defined by
(fg)g(x),i.e., the opening followed by the closing by thesame
structuring function (or set). The close-opening filter is definedby
(fg)g(x),i.e., the closing followed by the opening by thesame
structuring function (or set). The two filtersare used for image noise
suppression and for providing fixed points of median filter [20].I
Fig.(3.1)
U(f(x))
Fig.(3.2)
U(f(x))
g(-1)
Fig.(3.3) Fig.(3.4)
Fig.(3.1): Function f(x).
Fig.(3.2): Structuring function g(x).
Fig.(3.3): Umbra of function f(x)
Fig.(3.4): Umbra of function f(x) translatedby g(- 1).
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U(f(x))
g(1)
x
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Fig.(3.5) Fig.(3.6)
Fig.(3.7) Fig.(3.8)
Fig.(3.5): Umbra of function f(x) translatedby g(0).
Fig.(3.6): Umbra of function f(x) translatedby g(-1).
Fig.(3.7): Intersection of U(f)g(_1), U(f)g(o)and U(f)g(1).
Fig.(3.8): New function (or filtered signal) fOg.21
CHAPTER 4. BASIC PROPERTIES OF DETERMINISTIC
MORPHOLOGICAL FILTERS
Let D denote a multi-dimensional (m-D) indexset, and let R
denote a one dimensional real space.Let B (calledsupport region) be a
finite m-D subindex set of D, and {f(i)} bean input signal sequence such
that f: D--)12, lE D. Also let (g(j)), g: B--)R, bea structuring function
sequence which is used to modify the geometrical characteristics of the
input signal sequence (f(i)).
4.1 Basic morphological filters on deterministic functionsequence
The basic morphological filters (M-Filters),erosion, dilation,
opening and closing, on the input signalsequence (f(i)) by the
structuring function sequences (g(j)) and (gr()))can be derived as follows
from Conclusion 3.2:
Erosion of f by g:
(fOgs) (i)=Min{f(i)-g0-01.
je Bi
Dilation of f by gr:
(f0(gr)s)(i)=-Max[f(j)+g(H)).
je Bi
Opening of f by g:
(fg)(i)=((fOgs)E9g)(i). Max {Min[f(j)-g(j-k))+g(i-k).
ice (Bs)i i E Bk
(4.1)
(4.2)
(4.3)
Closing of f by gr:
(fgr)(i)=((itO(gr)$;Ogr)(0=min(Max{fW+g(j-k))-g(i-k)). (4.4)
kE (BS)i ie Bk22
In the above BS denotes the symmetrical set of thesupport region B
(Bs=-B), Bi denotes the support region of thestructuring function
sequence {g(j)} with the origin moved to the point i (Bi={13+i, bE B}).
{gs} denotes the symmetricalsequence of the structuring function
sequence (g) (gs(y)g(j), 1=-JE Bs) and {gr} denotes the reflected
sequence of {g)(gr(j)=-g(j),jE B).Eqs.(4.1)-(4.4)follow from
Conclusion 3.2, by replacing Inf and Sup operations byMin and Max
operations, respectively. Dilation, erosion, closing andopening
operations on the deterministic sequence {f(i)} by thestructuring
function sequence {g(j)} are called deterministicM-Filters.
4.2 Properties of basic morphological filters
Comparing Eqs.(4.1)(4.3) with Eqs.(4.2)(4.4),we notice a dual
property of the four filters. This means that the results forerosion
and opening filters can be obtained by studyingdilation and closing
filters. This observation is formalized in Property4.1.
Property 4.1: Dilation and erosion, opening and closingare dual
filters in the following sense:
(fre(gr)s)(i)=-(fogs)(i), (4.5)
((fr)gr)(i)=-(fg)(i), (4.6)
where {fr(i)}, fr(i)=-f(i), denotes the reflectedsequence of the input
function sequence {f(i)}. 0
Proof: From Eqs.(4.1)-(4.4), itcan be shown that23
(frED (gr)s) (0= Max(40 )1-g0-01=-minff(1)-g()-01=-(fOgs)(0,
jEBI jeBI
which gives Eq.(4.5). Validity of Eq.(4.6)can be shown as follows
((fr)gr)(i)= Min (Max(_fwi-g(j-k))-g(i-k))
kE(BS)i je Bk
=- Max (Min[f(()-g((-k))+g(i-k))=-(fg)(1). Q.E.D.
kE03Sh JE Bk
In order to discuss the bias property of M-Filters,an ordering
property is presented below.
Property 4.2 (Ordering): (191 Opening isan antiextensive filter (VI),
whereas closing is extensive (fgr.f). If g(0)>O, thenerosion by WI is
strictly antiextensive, whereas dilation by fg)is strictly extensive.
Thus, if g(0)>0
f ogs<fg<f<fgr<fe (go s (4.7)
O
Proof: Note that if U(fi)..QU(f2), then, fl.f2.
From Eq.(2.31) in Chapter II and Eqs.(3.5)(3.6),we have
U(fgr)=U(f)grDU(0QUifig=U(fg)
Therefore,fgf5.fgr.
On the other hand, due to the assumption g(0)>O,we have
(fg)(i)= Max (Min(f(j)-g(}-k))+g(i-k))Min(f(j)-g()-i))+g(0)
kE (BS)i jE Bk jE Bl
>Min(f0) -go _01= (fogs)(i),
JEBI
(4.8)
(4.9)24
and(fgr)(i)= Min {Max{f( j)+g(j-k))-g(i-k)lax[f(j)+g(j-i))-g(0)
ke (BS)i JEBk ieBi
<Max(f(j)+0]-01=fe(gr)s. (4.10)
jE Bi
Eqs.(4.8)(4.9)(4.10) lead to Eq.(4.7). Q.E.D.
The difference in geometrical effects betweenopening (or
closing) on a input signal sequence [f(i)) bya structuring function
sequence fa}, jE B, and by its support region B is quantified
analytically as follows:
Property 4.3: [19] If [g(j)) is a bounded, real-valued,structuring
function sequence with a support region B, thenfor any input
function sequence {f(i)} we have:
Ifg(i)- fB(i)I _Max{g(k)}_Min(g(k)):=d. (4.11)
kEB kEB
0
Note: Eq. (4.11) is satisfied forany signal sequence (f(i)) and the
difference "d" is independent of (f(i)). Eq.(4.11)can be also modified
to the closing operation. From Property 4.1,we have
((fr)Br)(i)=-(43)(i),
((fOgr)(i)=-(fg)(i).
Using Eq.(4.11), we have
I ((fr)gr)(i)-((fr)Br)(0 I=I (fg)(i)-(fB)(i) I...Max[g(k))-Min[g(k)).
kEB kEB
Since the property is valid forany function and Br =B, the above
inequality can be rewrittenas25
I (fgr)(i)-fB(i) IMax(g(k))-Min(g(k)):=d. (4.12)
kEs kE B
Based on these properties, some stochastic properties forM-Filters
are derived in the following chapters.26
CHAPTER 5. GENERAL DISCUSSIONOF STOCHASTIC
PROPERTIES OF M-FILTERS
The dilation, erosion, closingand opening operationson a
stochastic process {F(i)) bya structuring function sequence {g(j)}are
called here stochastic M-Filters.This chapter discusses the
properties of such stochastic M-Filters.Since the M-Filtersare
obtained by the mixed operations ofminimum and maximum, the
probability distribution functions (P.D.F.$)of M-Filters is related to
the P.D.F.s of mixed Min andMax operations on random variables.
Some mathematical background forthis study in this fieldcan be
found in Appendices A andin Bibliography [28][3011481[49][501.
5.1 Symmetricity of M-Filters
Let {F(i)}, iE D be an m-D stochasticprocess with a P.D.F.
P[n(F(i)51(0): iE DJ.
Let {Fr(i)1,{Fr(i)}=f-F(i)1, be the reflectedprocess of {F(i) }. We
observe that the joint P.D.F. ofthe reflectedprocess {Fr(i)) is
symmetric to that of {F(i)}, i.e., for allsequences {f(i) },
Pin (Fr(i).5(i)): 1 DI.P[n(F(i).-f(i)):iE Dl. (5.1)
Eq.(5.1) implies a dual relationshipin the stochastic sense
between dilation and erosionor closing and opening filters. The dual
relationship is stated in the followinglemma.
Lemma 5.1:For any bounded, real-valued,structuring function
sequence {g(j)}, the P.D.F.s of dilation (closing)of {Frail by {gr(J)}are27
symmetric to the P.D.F.s of erosion (opening) of {F(i)}by fg(j)}. This
can be formalized as follows:
P[n (FrED(gr)s)(i)m(i): iE DI=P[n(FOgs)(i)-m(i):iE DI, (5.2)
PEN(FOgr)(05-rn(i): IE DI=PinFg(i)?--In(i): iE Dl. (5.3)
0
Proof: Applying Property 4.1 to almostevery realization of the
stochastic processes {F(i)} and {Fr(i)),we have, with probability one
(w.p. 1), that
(Fre (gr)s)(0=- (Fogs) (i).
Therefore,
P[n (FrS (gr)s)(i)m(i): iE DI =P[n (- (FOgs)(i))5.m(i):iE D]
=P[n(FOgs)(i)-m(i): ie DJ,
which gives Eq.(5.2). Likewise, Eq.(5.3)can be proved. Q.E.D.
Note:{(FrED(gr)s)(i)},{(FOgs)(01,a(Fr)gr)(0) and {Fg(i)}are
stochastic fields of the dilation,erosion, closing and opening
operations on {F(i)) and {FAO).
According to Lemma 5.1, the investigationof the stochastic
behavior of the four morphological filterscan be reduced to that of
twofilters: the dilation and closing filtersor the erosion and
opening filters. We concentrate hereon thedilation and closing
operations, but all the results can be simplyextended to the erosion28
and opening operations. Furthermore, if the stochastic field {F(i))has
a symmetrical P.D.F., i.e., if, for all sequences (f(i)),
P[n(F(1)55(0): iE D]=P[n(F(i)..-f(i)): ie DI, (5.4)
then, by Eqs.(5.2)(5.3), we have, for allsequences {m(i)}
P[n(FED(g0s)(i)(1): iE D]=P[n(FOgs)(i)-m(i): iE DI, (5.5)
P[n((F)gr)(i)m(i): iE D]=P[nFg(i)..-m(1): iE D]. (5.6)
In the simple case of 0=0, je B, gr(j)=-g(j)=0 and thestructuring
function sequence is the set B. Therefore,
P[n(FEDBs)(i).5..m(i): iE D]=P[n(FOBs)(1).-m(1): iE DI, (5.7)
P[n(FB)(i)5.m(i): iE D]=P[nFB(i)-m(i): iE D]. (5.8)
As an extension of Lemma 5.1, we conclude that themeans of
the dilation and closing filtersare the same as those of the erosion
and opening filters in amplitude but oppositein the signs and that
the variances are the same for the dilation anderosion filters or the
closing and opening filters if the stochasticprocess (F(i)) has a
symmetrical P.D.F.. Formally
Conclusion 5.1: If the P.D.F. of stochastic field (F(i)) satisfiesEq.(5.4),
then, w.p.1, we have
(FED(g0s)(0=-(Fogs)(0. (5.9)
Fgr(i)=-Fg(i) (5.10)
If the means and variances of dilation,erosion, closing and opening
exist, then,29
E [ (F9(gr)s)(i)1=-E [ (F ogs)(0]. (5.11)
E[(Fgr)(i)]=-E[Fg(i)], (5.12)
Var [ (F9 (gr) s)=Vali (F Ogs) (5.13)
Var[(Fgr) (i)]=Var[Fg(i)]. (5.14)
D
5.2 Scaling
In particular, when the structuring functionsequence [g(j))=0,
jE B, the following lemma can be applied to the"scaled stochastic
field" (KF(i)).
Lemma 5.2: Let M[F(i)] be a M-Filteron the stochastic field [F(i)),
with the structuring functionsequence (g). Denote
E[M[F(0]]=E(i), Var[M[F(i)]]= a2(i),
and assume that the structuring functionsequence satisfies g(j)=0 for
all je B. For a "scaled stochastic field" [KF(0),
E[M[KF(i)]]=KE(i)
and Var[M[KF(i)]]=K2o2(i),
where K is a constant and IQ0.
Proof: Since g(j)=0 for all jE B andIQ°, we have
(KF9Bs)(0=Max(KF(j)}= KMax[F(j)) = K(F9Bs)(i),
jEBI jEBi30
(ICF)B(i)= Min (Max(KFUM =K Min [Max(Fwil =K(FB)(i)
kE (BS)1 j Bk kE (BS)1 JE Bk
w.p.l. Similarly, it follows that
(KFOBs)(i) = K(F0Bs)(i), (1(F) B (1) = K(FB) (1)
w.p.l.
The above results and the definitions of themean and variance lead
to
E[M[K F(i)]]=E[K[M(F(i))11=KE[M[F(0]1=KE(i),
Var[M[K F(i)]]=Var[K[M(F(i))1)=K2VarIM[F(i)11=K202(1). Q.E.D.
This lemma shows that the study of themeans and variances of M-
Filters on a family of "scaled stochastic fileds" (KF(i))can be reduced
to that of the original stochastic field (F(i) }.
5.3 Separation
The following lemma shows that the analysisof a constant
signal c plus a stochastic field (N(i)) is equivalentto the analysis of
the stochastic field only.
Lemma 5.3: If a stochastic field {FM), iE D,is a constant c plus a
stochastic field (N(i) },i.e. F(i)=c+N(i), the M-Filters on suchprocess
are equal to the sum of the M-Filters on the constant signal,c, and
on the stochastic field, Wail, separately. i.e.
(FOgs)(i) = c+(NOgs)(i), (5. 1 7)
(F9(gr)s)(i) = c+(N(gr)s)(i), (5.18)31
(Fg)(i) = C+(Ng)(i), (5.19)
(Fgr) (i) = c+(Ngr)(i). (5.20)
0
Proof: According to Eqs.(4.1)-(4.4), itcan be shown, w.p.1, that
(FEB (gr)s)=Max(c +N(j) +gu -01=c+ (NE) (gr)s)
jEBi
(Fgr)(i). Min (Maxte+N(j)+g(j-k))-g(i-k))
IcE jE Bk
Min fc+Max{N(j)+g(j-k))-g(i-k)}.c + (Ngr)(i).
ke (Bs)ijEBk
Thus, Eqs.(5.18) and (5.20)are proved. Similarly, Eqs.(5.17) and
(5.19) can be proved. Q.E.D.
5.4 Upper bounds of variances of closing andopening filters
For a general structuring functionsequence, the calculation of
P.D.F. of closing and opening isa quite complicated task. Therefore it
may be necessary to restrict the analysis to the estimation ofthe
upper bounds of moments. The following lemma givesan upper
bound of the variance for the closingoperation.
Lemma 5.4: If fa)) isa bounded, real-valued, structuring function
sequence with a support region B, then, for any stochastic field
(FM},
Var[Fgr(i)]Var[FB( i)] +4d2+4dE I FB(i)- fB(i) I, (5.21)32
where d:=Max(gu))-Min{g0)), and fB(i)=E[FB(i)].
jeB jeB
Proof: For almost every realization of the stochastic field {FM),it can
be shown by Eq.(4.12) that
Thus P(-d.Fgr(i)-FB(i)..)=1
and -d+FB(0-e(04--B(1)-Pgr(i)5Fgr(i)-Pgr(i)d+FB(i)--EB(04-F,B(i)_pgr(i).
Because I PB(i)-Pgr(i) Iwe have
-2 d+FB (i) f-gr(i)2d+FB(i)-
The above equation can be rewritten ina simple form by squaring
each side
[Fgr(i)-f-gr(i)12 .1VlaxaFB(1)- fsB(0-2d)2. (FB(0-0(0+2d)2)
.(FB(i)-PB(0)2+4d2+4d I FB(i)- O(i) I.
That is E[Fgr(i)-fgr(0125ERFB(0_ p13(0)211.4d2+4dE I F13(0_ Ps(i)
which yields Eq.(5.21). Q.E.D.33
Lemma 5.4 shows that the variance of theclosing filter by (go))
depends on Var[FB(01 and the maximum"span" d of the structuring
function sequence LOD). In orderto reduce the variance of the
output process of a closing filter,a "flat" (i.e. small d) structuring
function sequence {g(j)) should beconsidered. On the other hand, if
the variance of FB(i) is known, the boundof the variance for Fgr(i) is
given by Eq.(5.21). This discussion alsoapplies to the opening filter
because of the dualitybetween closing and opening filters (see
Eqs.(5.2)(5.3)).
5.5 Invariances
In general, even if the P.D.F. of {F(i))is i.i.d., the P.D.F.s of
stochastic field of dilation, erosion,closing and opening operations
on {F(i)} are not an i.i.d.. However the resulting1-D P.D.F.s are
independent of i. This statementcan be formalized in the following
lemma.
Lemma 5.5: The 1-D P.D.F.s of stochasticfield of dilation, erosion,
closing and opening operationson an i.i.d. stochastic field (F(i)}
satisfy
PUFED (gr)s) (0 rn1= PE (FED (gr)s)(h)51111, (5.22)
PHFOgs)(i)m)=P{(FOgs)(h)5_ml, (5.23)
PRFgr) (i)-rill =P[ (Far) (h)5-ml, (5.24)
P{Fg(i)..ml= P{Fg(h)5.m) (5.25)
for all i, hE D.34
Proof: Let B = {b1, b2.....bN). For dilation filter, we have
(FE1)(gr)s)(i)=Max(F(j)+gi-i))
jEBi
=MaxtF(bi+i)+g(bi) F(bN+i)+g(bN)), (5.26)
Similarly, (FED(gr)s)(h)=Max(F(bi+h)+g(bi)F(bN+h)+0N)1.
The i.i.d. assumption about (FM) impliesEq.(5.22). Likewise, for
closing filter, we have
(Fgr)(0= Min (Max{FW+g(j-k))-g(i-k))
kE(BS)i jE Bk
=Min( Max {F(j)+g(j-i+bi) }-g(b1), Max [F(1)+g(j-i+bN))-g(bN))
ieBi-bi jEsi-bN
=MinfMax(F(i)+g(bi),F(i-b1+bN)+g(bN))--g(b1),
Max(F(i-bN+bi)+g(b1),...,F(i)+g(bN))-g(hN)), (5.27)
(Fgr)(h)=MinfMax{F(h)+g(bi),...,F(h-b1 +bN)+g(bN)}-g(b1)
Max(F(h-bN+bi)+g(bi)F(h)+g(bN))-g(bN)).
Therefore,P[(Fgr)(05.m1=P[(Fgr)(h)m) using again thei.i.d.
assumption. The invariance of P.D.F.s forerosion and opening filters
can be proved in the same way. Q.E.D.
In the case of two structuring functionsequences, 01)=0,
j1e131 and g2(j2)=0, j2e B2, the following lemmapresents invariance of
1-D P.D.F.s for M-Filterson two i.i.d. stochastic fields [FA)) and
{F2 (i2)}35
Lemma 5.6: The 1-D P.D.F.s of stochastic field ofdilation, erosion,
closing and opening operationson an i.i.d. stochastic field (Fl(i)) by
B
1are identical with those of dilation, erosion, closing and opening
operations on (F2(12)) by B2, provided that the set B1is one to one
correspondenceto the set B2, and 1-D P.D.F. of (F1(i1)} is identical
to that of (F2(i2)), i.e., for all m, we have
P[F (i1)5.m]=P[F2(i2).m]
Formally, PUFIED (B )s) rnI=P[ (F2S (B2)s)5.m],
PE(FIO(Bi)s)5m1=P[(F20(B2)s)ml,
P[(F1)B15m1=P[(F2)B25.m],
131(F1)Biml= P[(F2)B25.m].
(5.28)
(5.29)
(5.30)
(5.31)
(5.32)
0
Proof: Due to the one to one correspondencebetween the sets Bland
B2, we can write B1= {b11, b12 ,bIN) and B2= {b21'b 22,,b2N}From
Lemma 5.5, we have
13[(FIED(B1)s)m1=PHFIED(B1)s)(i1).],
and 11(FI)Bim1=p[(Fi)Bi(il).5_ml.
Considering the assumptions 01)=0 andg2(j 2)=0, we have by
Eqs.(5.26)(5.27),
(FIED(B1)s)(i1)=Max(F1(b11+i1) F
1(b1N+i
1'))
(F29 (B2)s)(i2)=Max(F2(b 21+12) F2 (b2N+12,
)36
(F1)B 1 (i1)=
Min{Max{Fi (ii).....Fl(i, -b11-1-b IN)),,Max{Fi (irb1N+b Id, ...,Fi (id .}
(F2)B2(i2).
Min {Max{F2(i2), ...,F2(i2-b214-b2N)1Max(F2(i2-b2N+b21) ,,,,, F2(i2) .1
The i.i.d. assumptions of {Fi(ii)} and {F2(i2))and Eq.(5.27) lead to
Eqs.(5.29) (5.31).Similarly, Eqs.(5.30) (5.32)can be proved. Q.E.D.
Note: There is no constraint that the dimensions ofitand i2 are the
same. This implies the discussion for P.D.F. ofa high dimensional
stochastic field can be simplified by studying theP.D.F. of a stochastic
process.
5.6 Summary and example
All of the results in this chapterrepresent tools to analyze the
characteristics of a stochastic field filtered byM-Filters. As an
example of applying the above tools,we consider the following
example. Assume that the domain D ofan input field {F(i)} can be
partitioned into several parts such that theinput signal in each local
domain is considered as a constant plusa stochastic field (e.g. noise).
Assume also that the size of each local domaincompared with
domain B of structuring functionsequence {g(j))is large, using
Lemma5.3,we can discuss the stochastic properties of each local
domain. If the noise is an i.i.d.process, Lemma 5.5 shows the
invariance of the P.D.F. of the filtered signalat every pixel in each
local domain. Lemma5.6simplifies the discussion in m-Dcase to37
that of 1-D case. Considering only the M-Filterswith the domain B of
the structuring functionsequence (g(j)), we can apply Lemmas 5.2
and 5.4. If the stochastic field is scaled bya constant, Lemma 5.2
relates the mean and variance of the originalstochastic field to those
of the "scaled" one. Finally Lemma 5.4gives the bounds for variance
of the M-Filter output. Such analysiscan be applied "locally" to an
input signal and can be used in the M-Filter design.38
CHAPTER 6. BIASED AND UNBIASEDFILTERS
Biased and unbiased filtersare often of interest in the
discussion of filter characteristics.Here we extend this notion to the
M-Filters.
6.1 Biased filters
For an unbiased filter, themean of filtered signal is thesame
as that of the original input signal at eachmoment. Filters which do
not satisfy this propertyare called biased filters. The biasor unbias,
which is an intrinsic propertyfor scaled linear filters,depends on
the class of the input signalsequences for nonlinear filters. Thus,a
nonlinear filter may be unbiasedfor some input signal butbiased for
others. The following lemmaprovides some useful inequalities.
Lemma 6.1: Forany stochastic field {F(i)} andany structuring
function sequence WWI,jE B, the closing and opening filterssatisfy,
w.p.1,
Fg(i)F(i)(Fgr)(i).
If g(0)>O, then the dilationand erosion satisfy, w.p.1,
(F Ogs) (i) <Fg(i) .F(i).Fgr(i)<FEBI(gr)s(i).
In particular, we have
ERF Ogs)<E[Fg(i)][F(i)] E[Fgr(i)]<E[FED (gr)s(i)i.
(6.1)
(6.2)39
Proof: By the definitions of dilation,erosion, opening and closing (see
Eqs.(4.1)-(4.4)) and Property 4.2,any sample path sequence {f(i)} of
{F(i)} at each i satisfies
fg(i)f(i).fgr(i),
yielding Eq.(6.1). This leads to
E[Fg(i)] E[F(i)] 5_E[Fgr(i)].
If g(0)>O, then any sample pathsequence {f(i)} at each i satisfies
(fOgs)(i)<fg(i)f(i)fgr(i)<(fED(gr)s)(i),
which proves Eqs.(6.2)(6.3). Q.E.D.
Lemma 6.1 implies that dilation anderosion filters are in general
biased filters. For closing and opening filters,we have the following
conjecture:
Conjecture 6.1: If structuring functionsequence {g(j)}*{gs(j)}, je B,
contains at least two distinct elements, theclosing and opening
filters are biased filters, i.e.,
ElFg(i)l<E[F(i)l<E[Fgr(01. (6.4)
0
Lemma 6.1 and Conjecture 6.1 indicate theoutput sequences of the
filters deviate from the inputsequences in their expectations.
Because the stochastic field (F(i)}may not be i.i.d., the deviation is
different at different pointsevenif {F(i)} has a symmetrical P.D.F.
with respect to its expectation EIF(i)1=c,i.e.,40
P[n ((F(i)- 0_4M): iE DI =P[n( (F(i)-c)_4(0):lE D]. (6.5)
This means that it is difficult to cancel thedeviation by translating
the signals by a constant. To solve this problem,two new filters are
proposed in the following section.
6.2 ADE and ACO filters and unbias
ADE (average dilation erosion) and ACO(Average closing
opening) filters are defined by
ADE[F(0]-(F0(gr)s)(i)+(Fogs)(i)
2
(Fgr) (i) +Fg(i) ACO[F(01-- 2
(6.6)
(6.7)
The sample paths of AIDE and ACO filtersare shown in Figs.(6.1)(6.2)
in 1-D case. The input signal isan i.i.d. stochastic field with
symmetric, uniform distribution. All filters, dilation,ADE, erosion,
closing, ACO and opening, operateon the stochastic signal by the
structuring function sequence {g(j)}, j13={-2,-1,0,1,2}.We notice
that the results of ADE and ACO filtersare close to the mean of the
signal. The following lemma shows that withsome constraints on the
input stochastic process, these two filtersare unbiased.
Lemma 6.2: The ADE and ACO filtersare unbiased if the input
stochastic field {F(i)} has symmetricalP.D.F. with respect to its
constant expectation c (see Eq.(6.5)). In thiscase
E[ADE(F(i))]--El(F0(gr)s)(i)2 +(Fegs)(01-E[F(i)]
=c,
andELACO(F(0)1=E1 2
(Fgr)(0+Fg(i)]_E[F(0]
=c.
(6.8)
(6.9)41
0
Proof: Let N(i)=F(i)-c, thus N(i) hasa symmetrical P.D.F. by Eq.(6.5).
This implies, by Conclusion 5.1, that
EUNED(gr)s)(i)]=-EUNGgs)(1)].
In addition, from Lemma 5.3,we have
ERFED(gOs)(i)i=c+ERNS(gr)s)(i)]=c-EUNOgs)(01,
EUFOgs)(i)1=c+ERNegs)(01,
which shows thatE[ADE(F(i))]=E[c]=c
Similarly, Eq.(6.8) can be proved.
Remark:
for all i.
Q.E.D.
Since ADE and ACO filters do not placeany constraints on the
structuring function sequence {g0)), the variation ofthe structuring
function sequence (g(j)) can not change theunbias property of the
filters.Inaddition,the medianfilterisunbiased under
assumption(6.5) and for an i.i.d. input stochasticfield [38][42]. The
ADE and ACO filters are unbiased underassumption of Eq.(6.5) only.42
50 time 60 70
Fig.(6.1): Comparison between dilation,erosion and ADE filters on an
i.i.d. stochastic process (signal) with symmetricuniform distribution.43
40 50 time 60 70
Fig.(6.2): Comparison between closing,opening and ADE filters on an
i.i.d. stochastic process (signal) withsymmetric uniform distribution.44
CHAPTER 7. THE PROBABILITYDISTRIBUTION FUNCTIONS,
MEANS AND VARIANCES OFM-FILTERS
Consider a simple structuring functionprocess WW1, g(j)=0,
where jE B, and I\11 is the number ofelements of the index set B.
7.1 P.D.F.s of dilation and erosionfilters
Theorem 7.1: If a stochastic field{F(i)} is i.i.d., the P.D.F.'s for
dilation and erosion filters do notdepend on i and
P[(FEBBI5m]=PN[F5m],
P[(FOBs)5m]=1-PN[F>m].
(7.1)
(7.2)
If additionally the P.D.F. of F(i)is continuous, then the probability
density functions (p.d.f.) of dilationpd(m) and erosion pe(m)are
given by
pd(m)=Np[m]PN- 1 [Fm],
pe(m)=Np[m]PN-1[F>m],
where, p[m] is the p.d.f. ofrandom variable F(i).
(7.3)
(7.4)
0
Proof: In 1-D case, since g(j)=0,jE B, then, for dilation filter,we have
P[( FE)Bs)m]=P[Max[F(j)).]=PN[F.m].
jE B1
The last equality of the aboveequation is due to the i.i.d. property of
the stochastic field [F(i)). FromLemma 5.1 we have for erosion filter
that
P[(FOBs)m]=P[(-FC,Bs)-m]=1-13[(-F@Bs)< -m]
=1-PN[-F<m]=1-PN[F>m].
By taking derivative of Eqs.(7.1)(7.2)with respect to m,we obtain45
Eqs.(7.3)(7.4), respectively. These resultscan be extended to m-D
case by applying Lemma 5.6. Q.E.D.
As a consequence of Theorem 7.1, we have the following corollary.
Corollary 7.1: If an i.i.d. stochastic field (F(i)) hasa symmetric
uniform distribution between [-a a], the p.d.f.,mean and variance of
the dilation filter are given by
N fm+ao-i
Palml=2a2a )
N- 1 ERF9Bs)l= aN+ 1'
(2a)2N Var[(FEBBs)]-(N+1)2(N+2)
(7.5)
(7.6)
(7.7)
0
Proof: For the i.i.d. stochastic field with uniform distributionbetween
[-a a], the p.d.f. of dilation on the stochastic fieldcan be obtained by
substituting p[m]=1/2a into Eq.(7.3), i.e.
Nf m + al N -1
Pd[ml=2a L 2a )
which is Eq.(7.5).
By the definitions of the expectation andvariance, we have
N- 1 E[(F9(B)s)]=Laampd[m]dm-a.N+1 ,
and Var[(FEBBs)]=ERFEBBs)2_E2wegs)]
(2a)2N
=f
-a111+a2Pd
[M]dm-E2[(FEBBs)l-(N+ 1) 2 (N+2) Q.E.D.
The p.d.f., mean and variance of erosion filtercan be obtained by
applying Conclusion 5.1 to Corollary 7.1, andusing thesymmetricity46
of uniform distribution.
7.2 P.D.F.s of closing and opening filters
Before discussing the p.d.f.of closing filter,a lemma
concerning the 1-D stochastic process of closing is presented.
Lemma 7.1: Let B=(i,i+1,i+2,...,i+N-1), 131=B_i={0, 1,2,,N- 1), and let
(Y(k)),{Z(i)},flr(k)) and (Z'(i)) be stochasticprocesses defined as
follows
Y(k)=Max[F(j)),
jEsk
Y'(k)=Max [F(i)),
jE B'k
Z(0= Min {Y(k)), (7.8)
kE(Bs)i
Z'(i)=Min(Y1(k)),
kE B'i
(7.9)
then the relationship between P.D.F.'s ofthe two stochastic
processes [Z(1)) and {E(i)} is given by
P[FB(i+N-1)11]=P[Z(i+N-1)5rn]=P[Z'(i)5_m].
Proof: From Eqs.(7.8)(7.9), the P.D.F. of Z'(i)is
P[Z' (05m]=P[Min{Y'(k)}5m1=1-P[Y1 (i)>m,,r(i+N-1)>m]
kE B'i
=1 -P[Max(F(i),,F(i+N- 1)1>m,,MaxfF(i+N- 1),,F(i+2N-2)1>m].
(7.10)
0
(7.11)
Also, by the definition of closing,we have FB(i+N-1)=Z(i+N-1) and
P[Z(i+N- 1)..m]=P[Min[Y(k))..]=1-P[Y(0)>m,,Y(N- 1)>m)
kE(3)1+N-147
=1-P[Max{F(i),,F(i+N- 1))>m,,Max{F(i+N- 1),,F(i+2N-2))>m].
(7.12)
Comparing Eq.(7.11) with Eq.(7.12)proves Lemma 7.1. Q.E.D.
Furthermore if a stochastic process is i.i.d.,using Lemma 5.5, Lemma
7.1 can be extended to
P[FB(i)..]=P[Z(i)5.m]=P[E(i).5_mi. (7.13)
With this lemma, the p.d.f. of closingon an i.i.d. stochastic
process {F(i)) can be described by the following theorem.
Theorem 7.2: If a stochasticprocess {FM is i.i.d., the P.D.F.'s
P[FB(i)5.m] and P[FB(i)m]of the stochasticprocesses {FB(i)} and
{FB(i)} do not depend on i and
P[FBrn]=NPN[F5_m]-(N-1)PN+1[F5_m], (7.14)
P[FBm] =1- NPN[F>m] +(N- 1)PN+1[F>m]. (7.15)
If additionally the P.D.F. of F(i)is continuous, then the p.d.f.s of
closing po(m) and opening po(m)are given by
pc(m)=(N2PN-1[F5m]- (N2- 1)PN[F5m])p (m), (7.16)
po(m)=(N2PN-1[F>m]-(N2-1)PN[F>mi)p(m) (7.17)
for N.1. 0
Proof: We use the notationin Lemma 7.1 (see Eqs.(7.8)(7.9)).
P[Z'(1)]=P[Y1(1)5m,Y'(2)>m,Y' (3)>m,,Y(N)>ml
+P[Y'(2),Y1(3)>m,--,Y'(N)>m]++P[Y'(j)m,Y1(1+1)>m,,Y'(N)>m]+.-+Prir(N)51111
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(7.18)
According to the definition ofprocess (Y'(k)} in Lemma 7.1 and i.i.d.
assumption, the first term of the right hand side in Eq.(7.18)can be
rewritten as follows
P[Y'(1)5m,Y'(2)>m,Y'(3)>m,,Y*(N)>m]
=P[F(1)5m,F(2)5m,F(3)5m,,F(N)5m,F(N+1)>m]=PN[F5m] P[F>m].
(7.19)
The second term of the right hand sidein Eq.(7.18) is
P[r(2)5m,Y'(3)>m,,Y'(N)>m]
=P[F(2)5m,F(3)5m,F(4)5m,,F(N)5m,F(N+1)5m,F(N+2)>m]
=PN[F5m]P[F>m]. (7.20)
Therefore, the jth term of the right hand sidein Eq.(7.18) can be
expressed by
PIY'0)5m,Y'0+1)>m,,T(N)>m]
=P[F(j)5m,F( j+1)5m,F0+2)5m,,F(N+j-1)5m,F(N+j)>m]
=pN[Fsm]P[F>m]
for 15j5N- 1.
The last term of Eq.(7.18) is given by
P[Y' (N)5m]=P[F(N)5m, F(N+1)5m,F(N+2)5m,,F(2N- 1)5m]
=pisliF5mi.
Because P[Z'(1)5m] is the sum of Eqs.(7.19)-(7.22),we have
P[Z' (1)5m] =(N- 1)PN[F5m] P[F>m1+PN[F5m]
=(N-1)PN[F5m](1-P[F5m])+PNIF5m1=NPN[F5mj- (N-1)PN+1[F5m].
(7.21)
(7.22)49
According to Lemma 7.1 and Lemma 5.5,we have
PRFB)5m1=P[Z' (i)5.m]=P[Z'(1)5m1=NPN[Fm]-(N-1)PN+1[F5m]
for all i. Eq.(7.15) can be proved by Lemma 5.1:
P[FE3m]=P[(-FB).-m]=1-P[(-FB)<-m]
=1- NPN[-F<-m] + (N- 1)PN+1[-F<- m]=1- NPN[F>m]+(N- 1) PN4-1[F>m].
Eqs.(7.16) and (7.17) follow from differentiating withrespect to m,
Eqs.(7.14) and (7.15), respectively. In addition, theP.D.F.'s and
p.d.f.'s in 1-D case can be extended to m-Dcase by considering
Lemma 5.6. Q.E.D.
Eqs.(7.14)(7.15) are illustrated in Figs.(7.1)(7.2),respectively.
We notice the P.D.F.s of closing andopening are point-wise
monotonic in N. This observation is stated in the following.
Corollary 7.2: The P.D.F. of closing (opening) filteron any i.i.d.
stochastic process (F(i)) by B with N+1 elementsis, for each m, less
(greater) than or equal to that of closing (opening)filter by B' with N
elements, i.e.
PN+ 1[FB5m1PN[FB51111,
PN+ 1[FB5111]-PN[FB5M1'
(7.23)
(7.24)
where, PN[FB5.m]=NPNIF5m1-(N-1)PN+1[F5m],
PN[FB.S.m]=1-NPN[F>rn]+(N-1)PN+1[F>m]. 0
Proof: Since NPN[F5.m](1-P[F5in])2..0,
we have NPN[F5m](1-2P[FSm] +P2[F5m])0,50
NPN[Fml-PN+1[Fml(N-1+N+1)+NPN+2[Fm]0,
NPN[F5in]- (N-1)PN+1[Fm]- (N+1)PN+1[F..m] +NPN+2[F<m]>0,
NPN[F5.m]-(N-1)PN+1[Fm].(N+1)PN+1[F5_rn]+NPN+2[Fm].
This leads to Eq.(7.23). Similarly Eq.(7.24)can be proved. Q.E.D.
For the stochasticfield,(F(i)),with an i.i.d.uniform
distribution between [-a a], the p.d.f.,mean and variance after the
closing operation on theprocess by B can be characterized as
follows:
Corollary 7.3:If a stochastic field (F(i)) isi.i.d. with uniform
distribution between [-a a], the p.d.f. pc(m),mean E[(FB)] and
variance Varl(FB)1 of the closing on theprocess {F(i)} is as follows:
2 N-1 2 1 r m+ N m a1,
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(7.25)
(7.26)
(7.27)
0
Pc[M1-2aLN (a
)-(N -1)(2a)
E[(FB)1=arLN+1
and
824
N+62 +"
32 8 Var[(FB)] a=-2(N+1+N+2
for N?..1.
N+3+(N+1)(N+2)(N+41)2(N+2)2)
The proof of Corollary 7.3is straightforward. Eq.(7.25)can be
derived by substituting the p.d.f. of theuniform distribution into
Eq.(7.16), then Eqs.(7.26)(7.27)can be derived according to the
definitions of the mean andvariance (see Appendix B). Again, due to
the symmetricity of the uniformdistribution, we can obtain the p.d.f.,51
mean and variance of opening filter on the stochasticprocess by
using Conclusion 5.1.
7.3 Binary M-Filters
As a special case, consider i.i.d. binary stochasticprocess with
only two values, 0 or 1. Suchprocess has many applications in signal
processing [11][181, (e.g. black and white images).Using Theorems
7.1 and 7.2, we derive, here, the P.D.F.s andmoments of M-Filters
for such a binary stochasticprocess.
Corollary 7.4: Let (F(i)) bean i.i.d. binary stochastic field with the
following P.D.F.:
P[F=1] =p and P[F=0] =1-p:=q, (7.28)
the P.D.F.s of M-Filterson the binary stochastic process by B are
described by
P[(Feas)=1] =1-qNandPE(FeBs)=01=qN, (7.29)
PRFOBs)=11=PN and13[(FOBs)=0] =1-pN, (7.30)
PRFB)=11=1-NqN +(N-1)qN+1 and PRFB)=01=NqN-(N-1)qN+1,(7.31)
PRFB)=11=NpN -(N-1)pN+1 and PRFB)=01=1-NpN+(N-1)pN-4-1.(7.32)
The means are given by
WED Bs]=1-qN, (7.33)
E[FOBs] =pN, (7.34)
E[F13] =1_Ne +(N_1)ciN+1, (7.35)
E[FB] =NpN -(N- upN+1. (7.36)52
The variances are given by
Val-[F EBB s] = ( 1- qN) qN, (7.37)
Var[FOBs]=(1-pN)pN, (7.38)
Var[FB]=(1_,NciN .1.(N_I)qN+1)(NciN _w_1)ciN+1),
Var[FB]=(1-NpN +(N-1)pN+1)(NpN -(N-1)pN+1).
(7.39)
(7.40)
Corollary 7.4 can be proved by substitutingEq.(7.28) into Theorems
7.1 and 7.2, and by considering the definitionsof mean and variance.
7.4 Discussion
The theoretical means andvariances as well as experimental
means and variances for closing filteron an i.i.d. stochastic process
with symmetric uniform distributionare given in Figs.(7.3)(7.4). The
theoretical results were calculatedaccording to Eqs.(7.26)(7.27) and
the experimental resultswere obtained by computer simulation. The
computer ran a "closing program"on an i.i.d. stochastic process with
a uniform distribution ranging from -5 to 5 (denotedby U(-5 5)) and
2000 sample paths were generated bythe computer. It can beseen
in the experimental results both themeans and variances are very
close to the theoretical results, whichillustrates the validity of the
theoretical analysis. Table (7.1) givesa quantitative comparison. The
smalldiscrepancies between thetheoreticalresultsand
experimental results are probably causedby the finite number of
sample paths produced by the Pseudo-randomnumber generator and
the numerical limitation of the Pseudo-randomnumber generator
simulated by a digital computer.53
Fig.(7.5) shows the experimental results of themean and
variance of the closing operation on a stochasticprocess with an i.i.d.
uniform distribution ranging from -5 to 5. Fig.(7.6)shows results for
an i.i.d. Gaussian stochastic process, G(0, 100) in 2-Dcase. The set B
is a symmetrical nxn square window (N=n2). Theexperimental
means and variances of closing on the uniform and Gaussian
stochastic processes are also given in Tables (7.2)and (7.3)
quantitatively. Comparing Table (7.1) with Table (7.2),we notice that
if the element number N of the index set Bin 1-D case is the same as
that of the square window in 2-Dcase (e.g. when N=9 in 1-D case
and n=3 in 2-D case), the means and variances ofthe closing filters
are close to each other. This illustrates the validity of Theorem 7.2
both in 1-D and 2-D cases.
Theoretically, if the set B contains only thezero element, the
result of the closing operationon any stochastic field by the set B is
the same as the stochastic field itself. As thenumber N of elements
of set B increases, the filtered signal will besmoother (see Figs.(7.7)-
(7.14)). If the number of elements of set Bis large enough, the result
of closing operation on the stochastic fieldby the set B would be the
maximum value of the process at each point. Thisstatement is
apparent if we notice that the closing operationis nothing but the
first maximum operation followed by theminimum operation in a
given neighborhood defined by B.
Although increasing the element numberN of the set B can
reduce the variance of the closingoperation, it will take a longer
computational time. By consideringboth the variance and54
computational complexity, it is necessary to havea comprehensive
criterion to evaluate the efficiency of morphological filter. Thisissue
will be discussed later.
Theorem 7.2 can be applied to various i.i.d. fields, and simple
structuring function sequences. In general it is difficult togive the
analytical formulas of means and variances. However, thenumerical
solutions of the means and variances for the M-Filterscan be readily
obtained.
The mean and variance of closing by B givea bound of variance
when the structuring functionsequence [gr0)}, supported by the set
B, is not equal to zero (i.e., gr(j)*0 JE B). The variance boundbased on
Lemma 5.4 describes the relationship between thevariance of
closing by {gr(j)} and the variance of closing byits support region B.
For example, if the field has a symmetrical uniformdistribution and
the mean and variance of closing by Bare given for the i.i.d.
stochastic field (see Eqs.(7.26)(7.27)), the variance boundof closing
can be derived according to Eq.(5.21). Also, itcan be seen that a
small "span"of a structuring functionsequence, {g(j)}, on a given
support region, B. implies a small variance bound. Thatmeans that
the smoother the structuring functionsequence {g(j)}, the smoother
the filtered signal. This agrees with theconcept of Maragos and
Schafer [19 p.1162] "any structuring functiong should be seen first
as a geometrical pattern" before designing a filter froma stochastic
viewpoint.55
window means of variances of
lengths(N)theory experiment theory experiment
1 0.0000000.000782 8.3333338.426160
3 1.5000001.507348 4.4166674.357319
5 2.3809522.383434 2.6643992.555929
7 2.9166672.941170 1.7708331.797748
9 3.2727273.271369 1.2589531.226142
11 3.5256413.536760 0.9398190.947938
13 3.7142863.734053 0.7278910.745433
15 3.8602943.861979 0.5801550.550225
17 3.9766083.973113 0.4731370.491404
19 4.0714264.082875 0.3931660.394334
21 4.1501984.166646 0.3318540.313533
23 4.2166674.224529 0.2838250.267615
25 4.2735044.285433 0.2455050.230063
27 4.3226604.328930 0.2144450.204037
29 4.3655924.380407 0.1889240.172878
31 4.4034094.415167 0.1676980.155241
33 4.4396754.439432 0.1498560.138197
35 4.4669674.469017 0.1347160.128985
37 4.4939274.487499 0.1217580.121912
,39 4.5182934.524189 0.1105830.100349
Table (7.1):Comparison between theoretical and experimental
means and variances of closing filter in 1-D case.56
window lengths (n) means variances
1 -0.083480 8.396547
3 3.282714 1.289326
5 4.254735 0.234895
7 4.407100 0.098471
9 4.621335 0.038939
11 4.767135 0.018249
13 4.811302 0.009527
15 4.868992 0.005023
17 4.887948 0.003509
19 4.908752 0.002339
21 4.926284 0.001470
23 4.934706 0.001064
25 4.949734 0.000773
Table (7.2): Experimental results ofmeans and variances of closing
on 2-D stochastic process with i.i.d. uniform distributionU(-5 5).57
window lengths (n) means variances
1 0.058106 97.846240
3 9.023750 21.197334
5 13.604583 11.974811
7 16.697535 9.910424
9 18.525057 7.008729
11 20.070976 5.209347
13 21.154730 4.832991
15 22.393742 4.731099
17 23.081654 3.974100
19 23.914974 3.756544
21 24.598885 3.601431
23 25.388340 3.801970
25 26.043087 2.949000
Table (7.3): Experimental results ofmeans and variances of closing
on 2-D stochastic process with i.i.d. Gaussian distribution G(0,100).0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6
P[F(85mj
0.8 1.0
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Fig.(7.1): Relationship of P.D.F.s betweenstochastic process WWI and
the closing process {FB(i)}1.0
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Fig.(7.2): Relationship of P.D.F.s betweenstochastic process nil and
the opening process (FB(i))I i 1
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Fig.(7.3): Comparison between experimental and theoretical means of
the closing operation by a symmetric interval B on 1-D i.i.d. uniform
stochastic process U(-5 5).
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Fig.(7.4): Comparison between experimental and theoretical
variances of the closing operation by a symmetric interval B on 1-D
i.i.d. uniform stochastic process U(-5 5).10
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Fig.(7.5): Experimental results ofmeans and variances of the closing
operation by window B on 2-D stochasticprocess with i.i.d. uniform
distribution U(-5 5).
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Fig.(7.6): Experimental results ofmeans and variances of the closing
operation by window B on 2-D stochasticprocess with i.i.d. Gaussian
distribution G(0, 100).6 2
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Fig.(7.7)2-D stochastic process withi.i.d. uniform distribution
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Fig.(7.8) Closing on a 2-D i.i.d uniform stochasticprocess U(-5, 5) by
a square window with window length n=3.64
Fig.(7.9) Closingon a 2-D i.i.d uniform stochastic process U(-5, 5) by
a square window with window length n=5.65
Fig.(7.10) Closingon a 2-D i.i.d uniform stochastic process U(-5, 5)
by a square window with windowlength n=9.66
Fig.(7.11)2-D stochastic process with i.i.d.Gaussian distribution
G(0, 100).67
Fig.(7.12) Closing ona 2-D i.i.d Gaussian stochastic process G(0, 100)
by a square window with window lengthn=3.....!"--gib .A. 44-'
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Fig.(7.13) Closingon a 2-D i.i.d Gaussian stochasticprocess G(0, 100)
by a square window with windowlength n=5.69
Fig.(7.14) Closingon a 2-D i.i.d Gaussian stochasticprocess G(0, 100)
by a square window with windowlength n=9.70
CHAPTER 8. CRITERIA AND OPTIMAL M-FILTERDESIGN
The performance quality criterion of M-Filtersis an important
and difficult issue. As mentioned by Maragos andSchafer in (19), the
main difficulties in morphological filter analysis and designarise from
the nonlinearity and the lack of analyticalcriteria to choose the
structuring sets or functions. In this chapter,we present a
comprehensive criterion which includes themeasure of smoothness
of filtered signal as wellas the element number N of support region B
of structuring functionsequence (g(j) }, je B. The criterion is defined
as
J(N)=I(V[M(i)] +C(N)) C(N) >_0. (8.1)
iE D
In Eq.(8.1), M(i) denotes one of the M-Filterswith an arbitrary
structuring function sequence (g(j)) je B (B isa finite index set). N is
the number of elements of set B. C(N)reflects the calculational
complexity for the filter. D is the domain of the filterM(i). V[M(i)] is
the measure of smoothness of the filteredsignal at i, such as variance
of M(i),
We say the design of a morphological filteris optimal in the
sense of Eq.(8.1), if there exists a N, such that thecriterion J(N) is
minimized. An optimal filter is expectedto compromise between the
smoothness of filtered signal and the number ofelements of set B.
For example, if the structuring functionsequence is a square
window with N=n2, then,an optimal filter may be obtained, for a given
2-D signal, by adjusting the parameterN (or n), such that Eq.(8.1)
reaches a minimum. Ofcourse, the parameter N can be replaced by71
the area of the support region. In fact,the minimization of J(N)
belongs to the class of integerprogramming problems [51][52].
To illustrate the above concept,we take C(N)=kN, k>0 and use
the variances (VarfM(i)l) discussedin Chapter VII for i.i.d. uniform
stochastic process (see Eq.(7.27))as the measure of smoothness
(V[M(i)]). Using Lemma 5.5, thecriterion J(N) (Eq.(8.1)) can be
simplified as follows.
J(N)=VarEIVIJ+kN=VarE(FB)1+kN
982432 8 4 36
=a-tN+1N+2 N+3(N+1)(N+2)(N+1)2(N+2)2j+ kN. (8.2)
In accordance with the abovecriterion, different optimal window
lengths are shown in Figs.(8.1)(8.2) fordifferent value of k. The
optimal window length is 11 with k=0.1in Fig. (8.1) and 5 with k=0.5
in Fig.(8.2), where a=5. Different optimalwindow size corresponds to
different value of k, which dependson the priorities of designers.10
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Fig.(8.1): Optimal closing filter designon i.i.d. uniform stochastic
process U(-5 5) by symmetric interval in thesense of criterion
Eq.(8.2) with weight coefficient k=0.1.
20
0 I I 1
0 10 20 30
window length 40
Fig.(8.2): Optimal closing filter designon i.i.d. uniform stochastic
process U(-5 5) by symmetrical interval in thesense of criterion
Eq.(8.2) with weight coefficient k=0.5.73
CHAPTER 9. CONCLUSION AND FURTHERRESEARCH
The analysis of stochastic properties ofM-Filters is presented
in the form of lemmas and theorems.Characterization of the core of
morphological operations (dilation,erosion, closing and opening
filters) is emphasized in this thesis.The lemmas simplify the study
of the stochastic properties of M-Filters,by exploring the concept of
duality between dilation and erosionfilters, closing and opening
filters. As the result, two "unbiasedfilters", ADE and ACO,are
proposed. In particular, the P.D.F.s andp.d.f.s of M-Filterson any
i.i.d. stochastic field by the simplestructuring function sequenceare
derived. As a special case, the P.D.F.s ofM-Filters on an i.i.d. binary
stochastic field, are presented. The analyticalsolutions of the means
and variances are given for M-Filterson the stochastic field with
i.i.d. uniform P.D.F. and binaryP.D.F., respectively.
In order to evaluate the filterdesigns, a comprehensive
criterion is proposed, which combines themeasure of smoothness of
a filtered signal and the computational complexity.This makes it
possible for a designer topropose a "best" filter.
The presentedresults were obtained underseveral
assumptions, necessary to simplify themathematical theory of
nonlinear morphological operations.Some of these assumptions
restrict the real applications and furtherstudy should be considered.
The following problemsmay be considered for further research:
The P.D.F.s of M-Filters derivedin this thesis consider only
the simple structuring functionsequence g(j)=0, jE B, and an i.i.d.74
stochastic field. Therefore, in the increasing order ofcomplexity, the
P.D.F.s of M-Filters on i.i.d. stochastic field withg(j)*0, je B, the
P.D.F.s of M-Filters on non i.i.d. stochastic field with 0=0,je B, and
the P.D.F.s of M-Filters onnon i.i.d. stochastic field with g(j)*0, je B,
may be researched. The P.D.F.s of M-Filters on i.i.d. stochastic field
with g(j)*(), je B can be analyzed ina similar way to the procedure of
Theorems 7.1 and 7.2, but the simple analyticalsolution may be
difficult to obtain.
Although the ADE and ACO filters have thesame means as that
of median filter for an i.i.d. stochastic fieldwith symmetric P.D.F., the
comparison of variances between median, ADE and ACOfilters has
not been completed. Probably, the variances of ADE andACO filters
by the simple structuring functionsequence fg(j)=0), JE B are close to
those of median filters. This conjecture needsfurther investigation.75
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APPENDIX 1.P.D.F.s OF MAX-MIN OPERATIONS
This appendix briefly describessome mathematical results
describing maximum and minimum operationson random variables.
All of these results can be found in [48][491150].
1. Probability distribution functions (P.D.F.)of M=max(X, Y) and
N=min(X, Y) [49]
Let X, Y be two random variables mutually independent,their
P.D.F.s are defined as Fx(x) and Fy(y) respectively.The question is
how to obtain the P.D.F.s of M=max(X, Y) andN=min(X, Y).
Since M=max(X, Y) not larger thanz is equivalent to that all X
and Y is not larger thanz, we have
P{M5z} =P{X5.2, Y5z).
The independence of X and Y resultsin the P.D.F. of M=max(X, Y) by
Fmax(z)=P{M5z, lirz}=P{X5z)P{Y5z}
i.e.,Fmax(Z)=Fx(z) Fy(z).
Similarly, the P.D.F. of N=min(X, Y)can be obtained by
Fmin(z)=13(NzI=1-P{N>z)=1-P{X>z, Y>z)=1-P{X>z)P{Y>z)
i.e.,Fmin(z)=1-[1-Fx(z)][1- Fy(z)]
All results above can be extendedto the case of n random
variables. Let X1, X2,Xn be n random variables mutually
independent and their P.D F.s beFx1(x1),Fx2(x2)F.(xn). Then the81
P.D.F.s of Mn=max(Xi, X2,,Xn) and Nn=n1111(Xi, X2 Xn) are
described by
Fmax(z)=Fxi(xi) Fx2(2C2), Fxn(xn),
Frnin(z)=1[1-Fxi(x1)1[1-Fx2(x2)][1-Fxn(xn)].
Particularly, when X1, X2,Xn are independent,identically
distributed (i.i.d.), random variables with the distributionfunction
F(z)
Fmax(z)=[F(z)] n
Finin (z) = 1[ 1 -F(z)] n
2. The relationships between the random variable with uniformP.D.F.
and the random variable with other P.D.F.s [50]
Let X1, X2Xn be n random variables with continuous,
strictly increasing, cumulative distribution function F(x).Without loss
of generality, let us set
Yi=F(Xi) (i =1,n)
and compute the P.D.F. of Yi :
P(Yiy}=P[F(Xi)y)=P[XiF- 1 (y) }=F[F- 1 (y)]=yfor 0_3r1, i= 1, ...n,
where F-1, the inverse function of F, is uniquely definedby our
assumptions about F. Further, since 05F(x)1,
0 ify<0
13(Y15_y}={
if y> 1
fori=1n82
Thus, Yi is uniformly distributed over [0, 1] forevery i =1,n
regardless of the form the continuous, strictly increasing function F
takes. Notice that the maximal and minimal relationshipsamong the
(Xi), max(X1, X2 Xn) and min(X1, X2,,Xn), are preserved by the
transformation Yi=F(Xi). This means that instead of investigating the
general sample (X1, X2,Xn) we may study the particular sample
Y2Irn) taken from the uniform distributionon [0, 1].
3. Fluctuations of sums of random variables [48]
Let X1, X299Xn be i.i.d. random variables withan arbitrary
P.D.F. and G(x) be a monotone nondecreasing function of bounded
variation in (-00, oo). Then
y(s)= e-sxdG(x)
is convergent for Re(s)=0. Knowing y(s), the function
7+(s)=1e-sxdG(x)
-0
is determined uniquely for Re(s)0. Now definean operator A such
that
yls)=Ay(s).
The operator A is linear and A2=A. Nowsuppose that
00
G(x)=ni Fn(x),
n=0
where Fn(x) is the nth iterated convolution ofa distribution function
F(x) with itself; F0(x)=1 if 2c0 and F0(x)=0 if x<0. If83
0(s)=1°°e-sxdF(x)
-00
for Re(s)=0, then the Laplace-Stieltjes transform of G(x)is given by
y(s)=ea(1)(s)
for Re(s)=0. In what follows, the followingtwo statements will be
used and the truth of them can beseen immediately.
(i)If A4(s)=4(s), then Ay(s)=e"(s),
(ii) If AO(s)=0, then Ay(s)=1.
Theorem: Let X1, X2,Xn be i.i.d. random variables for which
E(e-sxr}=4)(s)
when Re(s)=0. Let Y.=Max(0, X1, X1 +X2,X1+....+Xr) and
Efe-sYnI=On(s)
for Re(s)0. If 05_w<1 and Re(s).0, thenwe have . .
I (Dn(s) wn=exp( 1
wn
Af[4)(s)r})
n=0 n=1
or equivalently,
00
I 'n(s) wn=exp(-Aflog[1-w0(s)1)). 0
n=0
Therefore,itfollows that
uvosDik 1 [A(4)(s)) 22
1
E [A(4)(SDnIkn
n(S)= 1
k1 +21c2+...+nlin=n k1 HC21....iin! 1kl2k2....nicn
and the distribution of Y. can be obtained byinversion.84
APPENDIX 2. MEAN AND VARIANCE OF CLOSING OPERATION
m
Proof: Eq.(7.25) can be proved by substituting the P.D.F. and p.d.f. of
the stochastic process with i.i.d. uniform distribution functioninto
Eq.(7.16). From the definition of mean, we have
+a
EUFB)(01=raa mpc(m) dm =I.ILI-2a
2
(
a
)N-1 -(N2- 1)(m2 +a
a)Nlidm
_N
+a r 2 N-1 2 N1
= N+11.2aN (m+a)-(N -1)(m+a) i dm
la(2a)
=+a m+a-a [2aN 2
(m+a)
N-1
-(N
2
-1)(m+a)
N
Idm N+1 la(2a)
1
N+11[(2aN
+a 2
(m+a)
N
-(N
2
-1)(m+a)
N+1
(2a) -a
22 N-1 2 N -2a N (m+a)+a(N -1)(m+a) )dm
2 2 2
N+2 2 N N+1 N -1 ai 1 N+12aN +aN -a
N+ 1(m+a) i\j_2(m+a)-2a N(m+a)
(2a) -a
3aN2-a2a(N
2-1)
aN-43N
2
-12(N2-1) H
N+1 N+2 N+1N+2-i''
=a3(N
2
+1+2N-1-2N)-1 2(N
2
+4+4N-4-4N)-2-N]
N +1 N+2
3 (N+1)26N+4 2(N+2)2- 10-8N- N] -N+1 N+1 N+2
=a 2 2 1 3(N+1)-6+-_1-2(N+2)+8-N+6 2-N]=41+N+1N+62 _1
which is Eq.(7.26).
From the definition of variance, we have85
Var[(FB) (i)]=EUFB)2(01-E2[(FB)(1) 1,
and
EUFB)2(1)]=i)]=.1: m2pc(m)dm
f+a mTitT2fm+a
)
N-1
-(N
2
-1)(2----i-)
N
]dm -a2a " k 2a
1ra
-(2a)N+Ij-a
2
m2[2aN (m+a)N-1 -(N2-1)(m+a)
Njdm
1)i N+I i -a
+a
(m2+a2+2am-a2-2am+2a2-2a2)[2aN2(m+a)N-1
(N2-1) (m+a)
N
Wm
1-(2
)N4-1.1
+a
((m+a)2-2a(m+a)+a2)[2aN2(m+a)N-1 (N2-1) (m+a)NId m
1 +a 2 N+1 2 N+2 2
N -(2a)N+1 .1[2aN (m+a)-(N -1)(m+a)-4a2N (m+a)
2 N+1 2 N-1 2 N +2a(N -1)(m+a)+2a3N (m+a)-a2(N -1)(m+a) Wm
1r +a 2 N+1 2 N+2 2 N-1
-(2a)N+1.1-a[(4aN -2a)(m+a)-(N -1)(m+a)+2a3N (m +a)
+(-4a2N
2
-a2N
2
+a2)(m+a)
NI
dm
N+24aN -2a N1 1
2 2 2
(2a)N+IR2a)
2a3N
2
N+3+(2a)NN+(2a)N+1-5a2N
+a2i
N+ 2--,2a)N+3 N+ 1
2 2 2 2 4aN -2a N -1 2a3N -(2a)2N+- + +(2a)N+1-5a2N+a2 =(2a)N+2(2a)2N+32aN N+ 1
2
4a2,,N +4+4N-4-4N-8+8
-N+2+8a N+2
-2a.'
nN
2
+9+6N-9-6N- 18+18-1+a2N_5a2N2+1+2N-2N- 1-2+2a2
N+3 N +1 +N+
1
4a2
2
(N+2)
-N+2+8a2N+2 +
4
N+2-4I-2a2
(N+3) (N+1)2-2(N+1)+1
a2
N+1 N+3 +N+
1
-4a2 32a2
--N+2+8a2(N+2)+ N+2-32a2-4a2(N+3)+24a2
32a2 5n2
1
n2
N+3+a2N-5a2(N+1) +10a2-N++N+1
28a2 32a24a2
+ 8a2 +16a2 -32a24a2N12a2 +24a2 + a2N N+2 N+3 N+ 1
5a2N-5a2 + 10a2
28a2 32a24a2
N+2 N+3 N +1 +a2'
In addition,
E2[(FB)(i)1 =a2[1 +N+
2
1-N6+2
12
=a 2 [
4 36 24 124 1
(N+1)2+ (N+2)2+ 1(N+1)(N+2) N+2+ N+
Therefore, we have
2832 VarR a FB)(i)]=-2`N+2N+3 N+
4
1"4-1
4 36 24 12 4
(N+1)2(N+2)2I(N+1)(N+2)N+2 N+11
4032 8 4 36 2424 -a2r1N+2 N+3 N+ 1(N+1)2(N+2)2N+ 1N+2I
16 1632 4 36 =a2[ +
1 N+ 1N+2 N+3 (N+1)2(N+2)-0
which is Eq.(7.27).
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Q.E.D.